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Introduction

Introduction
Sales/Royalties is the area of the Stison system that allows you to keep records of your sales
figures, royalty breaks, payees and the resulting royalties to pay. It enables you to see sales ranks,
current liabilities and if used with our production module, a profit and loss on the title.

The Manual
This manual has been broken down into two sections, configuration and usage. Each of these
section details a step by step process enabling you to setup and use the system.
Section 1. System Configuration
Configuration - General system configuration required for first use
Title setup - Configure who gets paid and how much
Payee - Setup the individual payees, enabling tax configuration
Section 2. Using the System
Managing Sales - Uploading sales files, advances and subsidiary rights payments
Royalty Statements - Check, generate and send out statements
Additional Reports - Additional reporting options

Royalties Menu
The menu on the left is from the Stison interface and all actions initially come
from this menu for Royalties Manager. Areas which are in the darker grey are
just headings and only serve to show the actions beneath them.

All mandatory fields within Royalty manager are marked with a red
and require user intervention to fill out these fields.
star

«

All commands where input is required from the user in this manual are
highlighted in [Bold] and relate directly to the Royalty Manager interface.

If you cannot see the Sales / Royalties menu items, please call Stison Support
to have the menu options enabled.
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Configuration

Configuring the system
In order to use Royalty Manager for the first time, you need to configure the system to meet your
requirements. This consists of setting up the payment frequencies and configuring your sales types.
Payment Frequencies
In order to run Royalties you need to tell the system how often you want to run statements. This
section allows you to configure the frequency at which you will run your royalties. There is no
limit to the number of configurations that you can configure, for instance you may run an e-book
schedule quarterly and traditional copy annually. Keep in mind that the more configurations you
have, the more administration required.
From the left hand menu in Royalty Manager select [Royalties Config].

Next, Click [Create New] or click on an existing configuration to edit it.

«

[Name / Desc]

This is a unique name so that you will be able to find the appropriate
run quickly.

«

[Royalty Prefix] If you have more than one royalty configurations you need to specify
a prefix. For a single configuration system you can leave this blank. The prefix, however, makes the
statement numbers and remittance numbers unique for each configuration.

«
«

[Period Length]

The number of months in each period.

[End Date]

The start date of the initial period. This will move forward period
length months with each royalties run.
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Sales Types
Sales types will relate directly to the royalty schedule in the your contracts. They enable the system
to know which category to place sales. Examples include Home Sales, Export Sales, or Book Club.
Sales types are independent to product form, the relationshop between the two occurs at work /
title level.
To create a new sales type go to [Sales Types]

Click [Create New] or click on an existing items to edit it.

«

[Code]

This is only required if you are importing from an another system such as
Bradbury Phillips or an accounts package. Set the code to the equivalent of
the code within the source system. e.g.: H for Home Sales.

«

[Name]

The name is what you would like to appear on royalty statements and you
will also see this on various import and configuration screens.

«

[Copies Required] You check this if copies are required with the imported type. Generally
this should be ticked and only excluded for rights sales where you will not
receive copy information but rather receive value of sales only.

Individual retailers can be configured to have a default sales type. This is done from within
[Organisation Admin]. This is found under the [General menu] item.
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Title Setup

Title Royalty Rates

The system will now be configured so that you can run import sales data and run royalty schedules.
To enable the creation of royalty statements you need to set up necessary Royalty schedules as
defined by your contracts. To start you should navigate to the correct area by clicking [Royalties]
from the left hand menu. This will bring up a list of all your publications.
To begin you should click on the title that you wish to edit. This will open a new window as below.
This example shows a title with a single product form (Paperback) with the royalty schedule for three
sales types created.

At this point in the process that you are going to create a link between the Sales Type and the
Product Form. So for each product form of an existing title or work you will need to create a royalty
schedule for each Sales type.
There are three tabs within this area:
Royalties

The area to create the royalty schedule(s) and set up breaks

Options

Configure which payment schedule the product form adheres to, and if its sales can
influence the unit sales of other titles or royalty schedules. (Also provides the
opportunity to remove a title from Royalty statements.

Payee

Who will get paid and how it is broken down

To complete the Royalty schedule for each title, you must complete the following steps for each
contributor.
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Configuring Roylaties
There are three types of escaltors supported: unit breaks, percentage breaks and complex
breaks which are a mixture of unit and percentage breaks. If you have no escalators then you can
set the break type to either units or percentage breaks (however we advise the use of a consistent
method across all titles).

Setting up Unit Breaks

The first type of break we will consider is the simple unit break, this changes royalty payments
based upon the number of units sold.
Clicking [create new] or clicking on one of the existing schedules enables you to edit the
schedule.

«

[Contributor]

The contributor that we are setting up. Select “Other” for
persons that are not currently assigned as contributors. This
is not to be confused with payees which will be set up later.

«
«

[Sales Type]

The type of sale the rule applies to.

[Withholding Rate]

A percentage of the royalties paid to a contributor that is held
back in case of returns.

«

[Withholding Period]

The period of time - in months - that the withholding
percentage should be held back.

«

[Payment Type] 		

Options are By Break which is a standard percentage or unit
break, or Lump Sum. Lump sum payments will trigger a
payment for each sale that matches the selected conditions.
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Setting up Unit Breaks - Continued

«
«

[Break Type]

The type of break: Units or Percentage.

[Payment Type]

The value to calculate royalties from: Gross (RRP or gross receipts),
Net (net receipts) or Fixed Rate (fixed amount per sale). Complex
Splits will make another level of nesting.

«

[Payment]

The percentage payment amount.

In the above example for Local Sales, from 0 to 30,000 units sold, the selected contributor - Miles
- will receive 5% of the net sales.  Further to this, any copies sold over and above 30,001 units, he
will receive 10% of net.
Clicking on the [Add another] break function enables you to create as many different break levels
as you require.
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Percentage Breaks

Setting up Percentage Breaks
Percentage breaks have a similar dialog to the unit breaks. However the are calculated based upon
a percentage discount off the RRP rather than on the number of units sold.

In the above example, for Export Sales from 0 to 50% discount, the selected contributor will
receive 5% of the net receipts.  Any copies sold between 50% and 70% discount will receive 2.5%
of net receipts.  Any copies sold above 70% discount will receive nothing.
Clicking on the [Add another] break function enables you to create as many different break levels
as you require.

Complex Breaks
Complex breaks provide a mechanism for combining both unit breaks with percentage breaks. An
example of this could be; From 0 to 40% discount, from 1-3000 units 2% of net receipts, 3000+ units
3% of net units. Above 40% discount nothing gets paid.
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Setting up Complex Breaks

In this instance the first level of escalation has a complex break . The second level has reverted to a
simple discount Break. It is possible to combine complex breaks with either unit breaks or discount
breaks.

After [Update] the royalty schedule is clearly viewed.

In this instance, Export Sales are configured as a discount break, Local Sales as a unit break and
book club sales as a complex break.
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Royalty Manager

There are occasions where the payment of royalties needs to be split or paid to someone other
than the author.  Examples of this include where payment needs to be made to an Agent, or where
Royalties have been left in a will.  
As a default  the system will automatically set the contributor to receive 100% of the payment, so
this will only need to be configured on the occasions where there is a split.

From the Payee tab you can create payee splits. In the above example, the contributor Miles has
three payees with payments split into percentages totalling 100%. For any extra payment to anyone
else, either one of the recipients has to be removed or edited so the total does not to exceed 100%.

Click [Create New] or click on the contributor name to create or edit a Payee link.

«
«
«

[Payee]

The person or organisation to receive payment

[Contributor]

The current contributor to allocate a payee to.

[Split]

The percentage of the payment the payee should receive.

A payee will only appear on the list to be selected if they have previously been added as an
organisation or person in the contributors section. In both instances it is important that you ensure
that the country of Origin is selected in the Royalties tab.
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Options / Configuration

Within the options tab, you can choose which royalties configuration the title is in and whether the
title is still included in royalties reports.

Also within the options tab you can influence alternate breaks. A sales type can be set to influence
a different sales type. This option is useful if the title uses escalators - for example local sales may
influence export sales and vice versa. In the example below export sales could help to push local
sales to the next escalation point.
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Options / Influencers

In addition it is also possible for a break on an sales type to influence a different titles sales. This
can become useful where a royalty schedule has been set up over two volumes of a title. In the
example below Export sales have been set to influence Foreign Rights of a different title.
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Payee

Payee Details

To enable detailed statements to be produced and ensure that all necessary taxes are taken  
into account the payee details need to be entered correctly. This will either be completed in the
contributor database or via organisation admin.

Addresses

To enter addresses that will appear on statements, navigate to contributor administration (or
organisation administration if appropriate), click on the address tab and enter a billing address.

Email Addresses

Email addresses can be added within the general tab on organisation administration or the other
details tab within contributor administration.

Royalties Tab

The royalties tab is available within both contributor administration and organisation administration.
Within the royalties tab you can store details relevant to payees and the tax status of the royalties
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Payee - Tax

Payee Tax

Royalties manager is capable of tracking several different forms of tax, withholding rates and fixed
withholding amounts.

VAT / GST / HST

If the payee is an organisation or an entity that attracts a tax that is added to their income such
as VAT or GST then the system has the capability to add both the tax and a tax description to the
remittance advice.
To a VAT or GST rate into the system navigate contributor admin (or organisation admin depending
on type) and click on the royalties tab. Add the tax rate and tax description that you wish to appear
on statements.

Withholding Tax

If the payee requires a certain percentage to be withheld by the governing tax entity then this can
be automatically removed from the payees income.
To enter withholding tax, navigate to contributor admin (or organisation admin depending on type)
and click on the royalties tab.

Fixed Withholding

If the payee requires a certain amount to be withheld for any particular reason - for example, to
cover bank transfer fees to a foreign currency - then this can also be automated. The withholding
will only be removed when there is a payment due.
To enter a fixed withholding, navigate to contributor admin (or organisation admin depending on
type) and click on the royalties tab.

Tax Rates

To add additional tax rates to appear in the tax rate drop downs navigate to General -> Tax
Administration.
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Upload Sales File

Now that you have established the royalties break down for your contributor(s) and recorded
any advances paid, you can upload your sales figures to the system. How often you upload this
information is entirely up to you and will probably depend on how regularly you receive your
sales figures or perhaps how often you pay royalties to your contributors.
From the Royalties Menu choose [Sales].

Select [Upload Sales File]. Select the appropriate file and choose upload. The system will read
the first few lines of the file and attempt to map the fields to the information in the database.
Please note that the system will not allow you to upload documents with the same name as a
previously uploaded file. It will give you the warning: This dated sales file has already been
updated.
Royalties Manager will now take you to a new screen outlined below:

«

[Default Date Sold]
This will automatically populate with the current date. If the
sales date for the file is different to the date of upload, then you can overwrite this information.

«

[Upload Type]
This is where you establish whether the uploaded file includes
Sales, Returns or both types of transactions, i.e. Mixed.

«

[Sales Organisation]
Choose the relevant retailer from the drop down menu. If your
sales report includes figures from a range of retailers rather than just one, then leave this item on
the default, Multiple Organisations and use retailer account number or retailer.
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Upload Sales File

«

[Currency]
The currency code of the sales in the file being processed. This
will default to your selected default currency.

«

[Conversion Rate]
The conversion rate based on the selected currency. The
system will look up the current exchange rate between the currency and your default currency. You
may change the looked up rate to something more appropriate.
Column Mappings
You can now remap the columns to the appropriate system column by clicking on the blue
column headings. Once clicked, a drop down menu of possible column headings will appear as
demonstrated in the previous image. To ignore a column, select the blue column heading and
choose ‘ignore’. Columns can be used only once within a file.
Some columns on your spreadsheet may be marked as ‘ignore’. The system is set up to do this for
extra data that isn’t necessary for calculating royalties, eg. format. Make sure that the system has
marked the columns to ignore accurately.
The system will save the mapping for each organisation so that next upload you do not need to
remap the columns on subsequent imports.
Once the fields are ready to go, you can check the data as it appears on screen. Check through the
columns to ensure all the columns have been interpreted and mapped correctly.
When you are satisfied, click on Process File.

Tip:

Columns on the right must contain data. If they are empty warnings will be generated around
column count mismatches. Delete the column or populate it with a value.

Tip:

Total rows will cause errors. Please delete any totals before upload.

Tip:

Only sheet one of xls files will be imported. Ensure the sales data is on sheet one and that the
data starts on row two.

Tip:

You can overwrite / change the conversion rate if necessary.

Tip:

Retailers are maintained via General Admin – Organisation (see General Admin
Documentation).
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Upload Sales File

Sales File
Assuming that your file has all of the
necessary information, you will then be
asked to verify that you want to complete
the upload.
[Click on OK].
If there are errors or warnings in the file,
they will be displayed on screen. Once
the errors are fixed, the file will need to
be re-uploaded. Warnings will allow you
to accept and continue. You will also be
warned of ignored rows - these are rows
that have no units and no value.
Upon successful import you will be taken
back to the main Sales screen where
every item from within your file (including
those within previous files) will be listed,
reflecting all of the data as well as an
extra column called Warnings.

The system has been set up to flag errors when:

«
«
«
«

If the discount is higher than the maximum discount set in the sites configuration.
If the retailer or book cannot be found.
If the number of columns does not match the header rows.
etc.

The system has been set up to flag warnings for further consideration:

«
«
«
«

If the discount percentage is greater than 60%.
If the RRP in the file doesn’t match what is already in the database.
If the RRP is not in the database.
etc.

If you encounter errors you cannot continue. You will need to edit the file and re-upload.
If you encounter warnings you can either: Accept selected warnings or Edit the file and re-upload.
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Upload Sales Files

After processing the sales file you will be returned to the sales screen. If there were warnings on the
sale they will be shown on the sales record within the sales screen.
If the warnings are relevant, then you can either:
a) Delete the sales file from the system. Go back into the file and fix the information.
b) You can make the changes by clicking into the relevant item and overwriting the data.
c) Accept all selected warnings via the accept selected warnings link in the top menu.

Please Note:

That if you ignore the warnings entirely, and don’t accept them or fix them,
then the titles will not be included in your royalties reporting. Therefore, it is
important to establish whether you want to accept the warnings or correct
the errors.
It is also possible to isolate data from a particular upload. On the top right of the main [Sales]
screen (as demonstrated in the image below), there is a drop down menu listing all of the
different documents that have been uploaded. Tick on the relevant file name and the system will
automatically isolate the rows from that file onto your screen.
After upload ALWAYS check the copies total and sales value! Select the file from the drop
down in the top right corner then check the total value and total copies in the centre top of the
screen. Do not continue unless the figures match exactly.

Note: The file filter responds to the date ranges specified within the sales list administration.
Now that you have established your Royalties equations, made a note of advances if necessary and
imported your sales file ensuring all warnings have been dealt with, you can now use the system to
look at a set of reports.
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Create Sale or Return

You can also manually create a sale or return.

«

[Click Create Sale]

After entering a product form the dialogue box will expand to similar to below.

«
«
«
«
«
«
«
«

[Book]

The book that the sales or return is for

[Organisation]

The retailer

[Type]

Sale or Return

[Sold Date]

Date the sale or return occurred

[Copies]

Number of copies sold or returned

[RRP]

The RRP of the product

[Amount]

The net income for the total sale

[Discount]

Discount will be calculated via the amount vs rrp.
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Create Sale or Return

Create Sale or Return (Foreign Currencies & Rights Sales)

By [Clicking] foreign currency, a
new dialogue boxes appears allowing
you to add a foreign currency for
foreign book sales.
Currencies are selected from a pull
down menu and conversion rates
are automatically retrieved from the
web. You can manually overwrite the
conversion rate if necessary.

By [Clicking] add more detail, you
are able to fill in a variety of fields
giving you greater definition. For
example the sales type for a sale
can be different to the organisation’s
sales type.
The system is very flexible and
can give you a wide variety of
permutations and options to track
sales break downs and market
analysis more accurately.
e.g.
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Sales

You can also assign subsidiary rights sales revenue to particular authors. For example, if an extract
of a particular book is sold where not all authors contributed to the extract, the revenue may need
to be paid to the authors involved in the extract. So author A may receive 20%, Author B may
receive 50% and Author C may receive 30%.
To accomplish this, click on more detail, select a rights sales type and a new link - “add a contributor
revenue split” - will appear toward the bottom of the screen. By clicking this link a revenue split
breakdown can entered.
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Payments / Advances

If you have agreed to pay an advance to your author, then you will need to add this lump sum in
the Advance/Payment portion of the system. To do so click on [Payments/Advances].

Clicking [create new] or on the link of an existing payment will bring up the edit payment screen.

«
«
«
«
«
«
«
«

[Payee]

Choose the correct payee.

[Book Title]

Choose from title from the filtered list (restricted by payee).

[Date]

This field will automatically display the current date.

[Cheque No]

Add a cheque number or PO number if relevant.

[Payment Type]

Payment, Advance or Adjustment.

[Payment Description] A description to appear on royalty statements.
[Currency]

The currency of the payment.

[Net Amount]

The net payment amount.
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Preflight

Royalties Preflight
Before a pay run you need to ensure all the rules and data match up. Run the royalties preflight
from the left hand main menu. This will show any issues that were detected with the current titles.
Select [Royalties Preflight] and the following dialogue will appear:

Ensure that all rows have zero issues unless you are satisfied that the exception does not require
fixing.
Note: Returns cannot always be matched to sales on the first royalty run.
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Generating Statements

Generate Royalty Statements / Pay Run
To generate royalty statements or remittance advice, go to the menu item pay run. This will
generate statements, remittance advice and once a period is closed and a pdf generated, bulk
emailing of all statements and remittance.
Click the menu item [Pay Run].

Note: If you have multiple royalty configurations you will be prompted as to which configuration you
wish to use.
A list of current pay runs will be shown along with the number of statements and the royalties balance for the run. Besides each run appropriate buttons will be displayed with available actions based
on the current status.
After clicking [Generate Now] the following dialogue will appear:

Please Note: The Royalties Pay Run will be gener-

ated, but the period will not be closed. This is so the run
may be checked and if required deleted and re-run. The
numbering of statements will be rolled back and reused
if a period is deleted.
Statement numbers are unique per royalties configuration.
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Pay Run

After generation, the statements and remittance can be reviewed via the links on screen. If you click
view statements, the following dialogue will appear:

Royalties Pay Run report can be rather large so we have just shown one example summary
statement here.
Statements are content based. Those familiar with Stison will be familiar with this concept but for
those less familiar, ‘content’ is a common container for Paperback, Hardback, Epub, PDF, etc. of the
same title. Summary statements are a summary of all statements attributed to a contributor and
payee combination. To view a statement click on the ‘show detail’ link below the summary where a
list of all statements on the summary statements will be displayed each with a link to explode the
detail view of each statement.
Once you have checked the run you can either:
A) Make corrections and Clear the run or
B) Close the period thereby committing the run to the system.

The ‘clear’ button will delete all statements on the selected run and roll back the end date and
statement numbers of the selected configuration.
The ‘close’ button will generate remittance advice and close the period.
After the period is closed, a pdf button will appear. This will generate PDF versions of the remittance
and statements.
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Emailing Statements

PDF generation can take some time dependent upon the number of pages, so they are added to a
queue and the queue progress is displayed within the pay run area.

Emailing Royalty Statements & Remittance Advice

By clicking the [Email] button below statements or remittance will generate a dialogue similar to
the following.

Using this form you can populate the subject and body text of the email.
There are three dynamic fields: first name, last name, email. Insert these in the body of the email
wrapped with squiggly brackets.
For example:
Subject:
Body:

Royalty Statements for July
Dear {first name},
Please find attached royalty statements for July. The payment and remittance advice
will be sent at the end of this month.
Regards
Publisher Demo

The statement or remittance will get attached automatically dependent upon which email button
was clicked. If update template is checked, the email subject and body will be saved and will be
used to auto populate the form on next use.

Please Note: Sending emails from this area will send to ALL payees with email addresses on

the selected run. Do not use to test the system.

A log of email addresses and attached documents is visible above each statement or remittance.
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Emails / Downloading

It is also possible to send individual emails with one attached statement or remittance advice. Select
the desired pay run and view statements or remittance advice. Click on the [Email] button above
the desired item.

Once an email has been sent, a log of the email address and attached statement name will be
added to the notes section. Additional notes can be added here by clicking the [+] link.
There is also a link to download a pdf of each remittance advice or summary statement with its
included statements.

Downloading Statements & Remittance

At the top of both the remittance and statements area there download options available. These are
visible on the top right of the first page of statements or remittance.

The options available are [Download Summary] and [Download Details]. Download
Summary is the total per payee whereas Download Detail contains the breakdown of statements,
i.e. totals per content record.
Ideally, the download summary from remittance should be used to download payments for later
upload to your accounts package for payment. The downloads will contain both withholding tax
information and tax payable information (VAT/GST/etc.).

Uploading Payments

If your accounts system can produce payment records then you can upload them back to the
system. This download and upload mechanism acts as a double check to ensure the accounts
system and royalties system match up. To upload payments, click on [Payments / Advances]
and from there select [Upload Payments File], mapping the fields in a similar manner that you
would a sales file import. Warnings and errors are also displayed in much the same way. If the paid
amount matches the contributors balance the payment will be broken down to title level and stored
within the system. Ideally the remittance number will be included with the upload so that correct
matching can be applied rather than a less formal matching mechanism such as pay name.
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Profit & Loss

Profit & Loss
You can generate Profit & Loss reports either across all titles or by contributor or by title. You can
also specify the to date. Click Go when you are ready. If you leave all of the fields blank and simply
click on Go, then all of the books on your system will come up on screen. Please note that if you have
many titles on your system, it could take some time for the information to be displayed.
From the left hand main menu select [Profit & Loss] the following dialogue will appear:

Once all Criteria has been entered [Select Go] the results will be displayed as follows:

Each title associated with a contributor, for which sales have been recorded, is separated into its own
section. The total sales made after factoring in any royalties and subsequent payments made to the
contributor will appear in the top grey box beside the title name. Gross figures are in brackets whilst
the net figures are outside of brackets.
The breakdown of the figures then appears below this heading as follows:
Sold Total show the total sales. To expand the information displayed, click on the heading.
Returns and Adjustments act in a similar manner.
Royalties Earned show a summary of royalties earned. To expand the information to show who
these royalties are going to, click on the heading. All of the contributors associated with the title will
then appear underneath. If you would like to see the royalty scale for a contributor, click on his/her
name. The information breaks and revenue breakdown will then be displayed under the contributor
name.
Costs Total show any costs entered via the production module.
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Liabilities

Liabilities
This report is similar to the Profit & Loss report with the same functionality, however it displays
only the royalties payments that are due to the contributor and any payments that have already
been made. In other words, the sales figures that appear in Profits & Loss are not here.
From the left hand main menu select [Liabilities] the following dialogue will appear:

Once all Criteria has been entered [Select Go] the results will be displayed as follows:

Royalties Earned: This line will display the total royalties earned.
Payments Made Total: If you have made payments to your contributor, or perhaps he/she has
received an advance, then the records of these transactions will be displayed under Payments
made total when you click on the heading (see page 14 for information about recording payments
made).
Royalties Due: This item performs the equation - royalties earned subtract payments already
made to the contributor. This figure will adjust automatically when you record payments on your
system in Pay Run (see page xx). If you have not made any payments yet, then the figure will be
the same as that under Royalties Earned.

Please Note:

It is possible for this figure to be negative if an advance has been paid to the
contributor and is higher than the royalties currently earned from the sales.
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Reports

The Royalties manager can produce various reports and it is possible to attain all the information
you require providing of course the information has been uploaded in the first instance.

Royalties Summary

Royalties summary is a breakdown by month of the royalties earned by the selected contributor over
the selected date range. From the left hand main menu select [Summary] the following dialogue
will appear:

Once all Criteria has been entered [Select Go] the results will be displayed as follows:

Sales Summary

The sales summary screen can be used for all sorts of sales analysis. By selecting the required fields
via the check boxes, it is possible to add and remove from the report. If a column is not visible, the
summary is then aggregated without the removed column. For instance if the form was added to
the below selection of columns we would be viewing a breakdown of all sales by form - paperback,
hardback, epub, etc. - over the selected period. If no period is entered the report is looking over all
your sales data.
From the left hand main menu select [Sales Summary] the following dialogue will appear:
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Reports

Sales Summary - Continued

It is probably worth noting what each field represents within the sales summary.

«
«
«
«
«
«
«

[Retailer]

Shows the retailer that executed the sale

[Sales Type]

Shows the sales type

[Content]

Shows the title of the content

[Form]

Shows the form of the content (paperback, hardback, epub, pdf, etc.)

[Copies]

Shows the number of copies

[Amount]

Show the amount or value of the sales

[Aggregate]

This is a special column, when this is selected you do not need to
select copies or amount. The aggregate column sums across sales,
returns and adjustments to return a single sales copy and value figure.

Using the Sales Summary screen we can obtain our top sellers by value or by copy count and we
can break this down by form or view just over content.
If no criteria is selected, the following dialogue will appear. This is purely there as a warning that all
sales over all date ranges have been included in the output.

Sales Summary - Top Sellers

To obtain the top sellers, select content and aggregate, then remove any other columns. Once the
result set has produced, click on the aggregate copies or value column heading to order in the
appropriate order. Add a date range to the selection if required.
You could then extend this to only include USD sales by selecting the currency selector on the right
hand side. Or alternatively only view rights sales or data for a selected book list. You can download
the results at any time via the download button on the top right corner.
The sales summary screen is very powerful and can perform lots of analysis on the sales and returns
data in the system.
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the stison product range

title
manager
Store your book data in one place for easy access and
efficient distribution of information
http://www.stison.com/title_manager

for more information click here

web
manager

Web Manager means you can keep your website
up to date at the click of a button
http://www.stison.com/web_manager

for more information click here

production
manager
Gives you control over your production schedule,
see outstanding tasks, complete and which are overdue.
Manage your business in a more efficient and cost effective manner.
for more information click here

http://www.stison.com/production_manager

royalties
manager
Manage the payments to your contributors, sales data and contracts. Store your
bibliographic data, production scheduling and marketing to gain understanding
of the profitability of an individual title or Author
for more information click here

http://www.stison.com/royalties_manager

e-book
manager
E-Book Manager uploads both secure e-Pub
and pdf content to your website
for more information click here
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